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How is it possible to fly a drone on Mars?

Theories of flight that enable a drone to fly

● Drones use rotors which are connected to mortars which creates a downwards thrust.
● This thrust is equivalent to the gravitational pull that is against it.
● When the speed of the rotors is increased, the thrust it creates ends up being stronger

than the gravitational pull which was stopping it from flying.

This is the basic idea of how a drone works and flies.
Challenges of flight on Earth vs Mars

● Mars’s gravity is about 62% weaker than the Earth’s gravity. This might make it easier to
enable flight on mars.

Benefits of something that flies vs something that doesn’t

Feb 8th 2:14 pm

Facts
● The recent probe that was launched to mars was called Perseverance.
● This probe is carrying the small helicopter that I am mainly studying about.
● This helicopter is called Ingenuity.
● This drone/helicopter can act similar to the Write Brothers first flight on Earth, but it will be on

Mars.

This information will be used at the beginning of my presentation to give background information on
the topic to the viewers.
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Challenges of flight on Earth vs Mars

● Mars’s atmosphere is 100 times thinner that the Earth’s atmosphere.
● This makes flying near the surface of the planet close to flying 100,000 feet high on

Earth!



● On Earth, flight is possible because of the four forces: lift, drag, weight and thrust.
● The weight also has to be balanced on the aircraft that flies, whether it be a drone, plane or

helicopter.

About Ingenuity

● Ingenuity was built to test powered flight on Mars.
● NASA is also trying to prove that work can be done on Mars using this sort of

autonomous technology.

Key Features:

● It weighs 4 pounds, and is Solar Powered.
● It has a built in wireless communication system
● There are counter rotating rotor blades that spin at 2,400 rpm
● It is equipped with navigation sensors, computers and cameras.
● 1 black and white camera and 1 colour camera.

This information will also be used at the beginning of my presentation to give background
information on the topic to the viewers.
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Benefits of something that flies vs something that doesn’t

● The use of having autonomous machinery that flies on Mars is to get an aerial view of
the place.

● The purpose of Ingenuity is to try and discover previous life on Mars.
● The rover, (Perseverance) is going to be used to collect photos and data on the surface

of Mars.
● On the other hand, Ingenuity is used for the same purpose, but it will be giving scientists

a bird’s eye view.
● It has cameras and sensors which will help it work autonomously.
● Ingenuity is also equipped with computers which will send signals to Earth from Mars.

○ There’s no need to have people supervising this technology.
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Theories of flight that enable a drone to fly on Earth

There are 3 things necessary for a drone to properly fly.

● Thrust force
● Atmosphere intensity
● Rotor blade speed

Thrust force is created when the rotor blades of a drone push the air molecules in the
atmosphere downwards. So, the atmosphere intensity is also important. At atmosphere intensity
is the amount of molecules in the atmosphere around us. If it is too less, it will be very hard or
even impossible for a drone to create thrust force.

On the Earth, there is about 1.29 kg of air molecules per cubic meter.

Now finally, the rotor blade speed is basically how fast or slow the blades on the drone spin
(also known as rpm).  On the Earth the average rotor speed is 2500 rpm.

Challenges of flight on Earth vs Mars

● On mars, the atmosphere intensity is less than 20 grams per cubic meter.
● On Earth the atmosphere intensity is 1.29 kg of air molecules per cubic meter.

So, in conclusion to that, if you place a normal drone that flies on the Earth, it won’t fly on Mars because it
won’t be able to create a thrust force. So what has to happen here, is to increase the rotor speed.

Just as a rough estimate, to make a drone fly on Mars you would need to make the drone’s rotors spin at
about 10,000 rpm.

March 1st 2021 12:45 pm

How did NASA Make the Drone work?



Well, as I said before, all you need to do is to increase the rotor speed of the drone. But, in order
to do that you would need more electricity. If you add things like solar panels to the drone to
increase the electricity it gets it will also get heavier. If it gets heavier its rotor blades won’t be
able to lift it up. So, what the NASA team has thought of it to increase the blade diameter.
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What does the diameter size do to solve this issue?

So, instead of increasing the rotor speed, NASA decided to increase the blade’s diameter size.
What this does is it is now able to push down more air molecules than a smaller pair of

blades.The reason for why they wanted to increase the rotor speed is because they wanted to
make the drone push down more air molecules. But increasing the rotor speed practically does

the same thing, but in a slightly different way. The blades will spin slower but push more
molecules. But on the other hand their previous idea was to have smaller blades that spin really

fast.
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Scientists have been researching how they can make the drone create a bigger thrust

force. They found that they would have to make the rotor blades spin faster to push down
more air molecules. This meant the drone had to spin at about 10,000 rpm. To enable the
drone to work that much, it needs more power. NASA scientists thought of adding things
like solar panels and stronger motors. But, this made the drone heavier and made it even
harder to create a thrust force.

Conclusion

In conclusion, to make a drone fly on Mars all you have to do is to make it create a big
enough thrust force. NASA has found the easiest and most efficient way is to increase
the wing diameter of the drone to make it fly.  This basically causes the air molecules
around the drone to be pushed down by the blades ( sort of like how a blender works )
which would create the thrust force ( or with the blender, a smoothie! )
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So, this represents the Earth’s air density. It is 1.217 kg per cubic meter.   Pic 1
This is about how much Mars’ air density would be compared to the Earth’s.  Pic 2

Mars’ air density is 20 grams or 0.2 kg.
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How did NASA test out the drone?

So, at this point NASA scientists think that increasing the rotor speed will enable a drone to fly
on Mars. But something for them to keep in mind was that they couldn’t send the drone to Mars
to just test it. They had to test it on Earth and make sure it would work. What they did was to put

Ingenuity in a simulation room which was like Mars’ atmosphere. Ingenuity is a project that
scientists have been working on for a long time. Their initial model of increasing the speed didn’t
work because of the power requirement. So they kept testing and changing the drone until they

thought of how to make it work and made it work.
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Edited:
How did NASA test out the drone?

So, at this point NASA scientists think that increasing the rotor speed will enable a drone to fly
on Mars. But something for them to keep in mind was that they couldn’t send the drone to Mars
to just test it. They had to test it on Earth and make sure it would work. What they did was to put

Ingenuity in a simulation room which was like Mars’ atmosphere. Ingenuity is a project that
scientists have been working on for a long time. Their initial model with smaller and lighter

blades didn’t work because of the air density level in the simulation room. Their next model had
better and stronger rotor blades. This didn’t really pass their test ( the one they made spin really
fast) because it used too much electricity and ended up adding weight to the drone to power it.

So they kept testing and changing the drone until they thought of how to make it work and made
it work. The final product had an increased blade diameter and passed the test in the simulation

room.

March 6th - March 9th 2021 ( daily 4-5 pm ) :

Slideshow link:
I spent my time preparing this slideshow to help me while presenting.
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ktVINH7QUagCEftq
G7uLCjGvlYcZj60PFKxRnnR1jcA/edit#slide=id.gc32fc0915b_
0_10
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The information in the slideshow is edited and slightly
different from the information here in the log book.
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I decided to change the charts that I used:


